
Notes:

Life expectancy differs across countries (developing and developed) and between race, religion, classes etc. 
clearly social factors play a major role in determining health and illness

-

Aus Life expectancy 2nd only to Japan-

Life expectancy can change over relatively short time More likely to be social factor not genetic (evolutionary)
factor

-

Migrants who move to a different country begin to reflect their new country's health trends More likely to be 
social factor not genetic (evolutionary)factor

-

'Life expectancy differs across class + race' --> Aus lowest socio-E class + indigenous has ^ illness & premature 
death

-

Social Origins of Health and Illness

Making a link between 'private troubles' and 'public issues', in other words, discovering what sociological 
factors could be causing personal health and illness

○

Historical - how past influences present1.
Cultural - how culture impacts our lives2.
Structural - how particular forms of social organisation affect our lives3.
Critical - how we can improve the current enviro.4.

Aussie Evan Willis proposed 4 factors to this theory: ○

Charles Wright Mills (1916-62)--> "sociological imagination"-

Introducing the sociological imagination: a template for doing sociological analysis

"Humans shape and are simultaneously shaped by society" The two concepts (structure and agency) are 
interdependent

-

Social customs /traditions dictate our behaviour (we are social  beings) but ultimately, we have a choice in 
whether to participate or not.

-

Is society to blame? (structure-agency debate)

Historically, link have been made between poverty and illness, particularly in the structure of a capitalist society 
where the rich exploit the poor to do the 'dirty jobs' e.g. mining, asbestos creation

-

Early case of epidemiology: Termination of Cholera outbreak by Snow in 1854 when the pathogen was determined 
to be coming from the water source. 

-

Social Medicine + Public Health

Louis Pasteur 1878 germ theory of disease --> "illness caused by germs infecting organs of the human body"-

'Koch's Postulates' --> specific bacteria cause specific diseases ('mono-causal') by entering body through air, water, 
food, insect bites -->biomedical model

-

Removal of specific diseases from individuals as opposed to changing social/environmental factors-

'Cartesian dualism' --> separation of mind/soul and body seen as separate entities allowing medical 
therapies on the body alone, the mind was not important.

○

Put away earlier misconceptions of illness=sin, evil -

Biomedical Model

Criticised for neglecting social and psychological factors-

Criticised for inconsistency as there are illnesses which can manifest from a collection of circumstances rather than 

just one (Dubos)  Illness is caused by multiple factors e.g. physical cond., nutrition, stress

-

Criticised for potential objectification of patients as 'cases' and 'diseased bodies' rather than unique indiv. --> 
doctors lack of bedside manners i.e. no care for emotional/mental experiences as biomedicine = "separation of 
mind and body"

-

Reductionism can also be seen in the breaking-down of medical roles into specialists i.e. opthalmology + 
cardiology

○

Criticised for 'reductionism' --> Biomedicine looks right down into cellular levels to identify cures/causes of 
disease, ultimately ignoring social/psychological factors

-

Criticised for a view of 'biological determinism' --> the idea that people's biology/genetics (what they are born 
with) determines their social, economic and health status. E.g. race determines slavery and inferiority

-

Criticised for supporting victim-blaming ideal --> you alone caused and can change your health/illness  not 
acknowledging societal/environmental factors

-

Limitations of biomedicine

Szreter furthered this argument --> govt redistibution of economic resources improved living standard, 

public houing, food regulation, education, sanitation and ^ life expectancy Social factors still at play 
in determining illness and health



Improved life expec. Was only due to ^living standards, nutrition --> ^resistance to infectious disease○

McKeown- 'improvement [will come] from modifying conditions which led to disease rather than from 

intervention … after it has occurred' Prevent over cure

○

BUT Mckeown wasn't anti-medicine, he simply sought to reform medical practice to account for prevention 
through social behaviours i.e. reducing smoking/alcohol/drug-use/poor diet/inactivity

○

McKeown (doc + epidemiologist) found that mortality rates had been  declining before the trend towards medical 
treatments became prominent e.g US+Oz declining rate of tuberculosis b4 effective medical treatments avail.

Social factors still at play in determining illness and health

-

Rediscovering social origins of Health and Illness

WHO 1946 - 'a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or 
infirmity'-->acknowledged limitations of biomedicine

-

Limitations of biomedicine (again)

Engel 1977, 1980, Cooper at al. 1966 --> invention of the biopsychosocial model-

McMahon&Pugh 1970 --> web of causation model-

Hancock 1985 --> ecological model-

BUT these still look at behavioural factors and the individual's need to change their lifestyle as opposed to purely 
social factors e.g. community, population

-

Led to development of multifactorial models

'health and illness occur in a social context'  effective treatments must move beyond biomedicine-

Co-exists alongside biopsycho approaches-

Looks at social determinants of health and health-related behaviour e.g. toxic pollution/stressful 
work/discrimination/peer pressure

-

Address overall living/working standards, poverty, employment opportunities, working cond., cultural differences.-

The social model of health (aka new public health approach)
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'health and illness occur in a social context'  effective treatments must move beyond biomedicine-

Co-exists alongside biopsycho approaches-

Looks at social determinants of health and health-related behaviour e.g. toxic pollution/stressful 
work/discrimination/peer pressure

-

Address overall living/working standards, poverty, employment opportunities, working cond., cultural differences.-

Heavy reliance on govt. interventions/policies, public services --> more time + $ to implement-

The social production and distribution of health and illness (e.g. workplace hazards cause illness/low 

class=low health)   --> illnesses r a social product  Living/working cond. must improve 

○

The social construction of health and illness (e.g. b4:homo=disorder, now:homo=not disorder) --> what we 
think of as healthy varies betw times/cultures 

○

The social organisation of healthcare (the way a country distributes healthcare) (e.g. heavy funding into 

medical industry and not into alternative health care) Govt must redistribute funding to all areas including 
preventative measures and not just cure in medicine in order to improve social health.

○

3 Dimensions-

Health sociology arose in response to dominance of medical profession and biomedical model-

Health sociology looks into social patterns of health and illness (e.g. health inequality) to explain them as a result 
of societal factors

-

Sociological imagination 4 factors --> historical/cultural/structural/critical-

Health sociology opposes individualistic victim-blaming, instead looking at 3 major dimensions --> the social 
production and distribution of health, the social construction of health, the social organisation of healthcare.

-

SUMMARY
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